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Skylofts Apartments 601 Little Collins Street Melbourne

 New identity for historic
Moorabbin site

Following the transfer of its manufacturing operations
off-shore, leading international tobacco company Philip Morris
sold its Moorabbin headquarters of more than 60 years to Up
Property which is converting the 6.273-hectare site into a
$100 million business park.
Called Morris Moor to both reflect the site's history and establish
the precinct's new direction, the redevelopment will incorporate
more than 50,000 square metres of combined commercial,
industrial, retaill, childcare and hospitality spaces, landscaped
gardens and car parking.
Rather than demolish the existing buildings, Up Property has opted
to re-purpose the site to become contemporary office space and a
new business park which will include almost 3,000 square metres
for the hospitality industry.
Adams Engineers' involvement at Morris Moor is both extensive
and diverse says project director Ben Beveridge and encompasses
structural and civil engineering services for the entire site from the
early concept stage to promote simplified and cost effective scopes
of work.
“Our involvement ranged from the documentation and certification
stage through to construction phase engineering supervision.”
Adams' initial engagement was for façade alterations but this
expanded to include internal work to each of the buildings involved

in the redevelopment. “The challenges we faced were to review
individual buildings in relation to fire rating and earthquake where
required for the change of use as determined by the building
surveyor,” Ben outlined.
A review of the available documentation was completed and
research into existing conditions undertaken – with ongoing
inspections conducted as further areas became visible – to assist
with enhancement of design.
“We're working closely with the architects, service engineers and
building surveyor to co-ordinate the redevelopment of each building
to ensure the relevant statutory requirements are achieved.”
The redevelopment of an older warehouse shed on-site – a
refurbished masonry and steel-framed former warehouse style
structure – is complete and home to Schots Home Emporium while
work is progressing on the conversion of other buildings whose
tenants will include a co-warehousing facility, childcare centre and a
variety of hospitality outlets.
“Construction has commenced on Morris Moor's main office
building – a two-level complex comprising 5257 square metres – at
the corner of Chesterville and Cochranes Roads following internal
demolition with a start on landscaping and car parking imminent,”
Ben added.

Islington Silos
55 Islington Street
Collingwood

 Adams has a track record for
residential conversions
In recent years Adams Engineers has played a pivotal role in the conversion of a number of existing structures of
varying magnitudes, construction types, ages and architectural styles to residential developments.
One of the more intriguing projects for Adams was the
conversion of the Thomas Hood & Co malt storehouse and
associated silos in Islington Street Collingwood into
48 apartments.
Erected in 1878, the malt store was originally built for the
purpose of making malt liquor but by the early part of the
twentieth century it was taken over by Hood's sons and used
to store and supply malt to local breweries including the
landmark Victoria Brewery.
It was important to maintain the building's individual and
architectural integrity predominantly by limiting external
embellishments and through measured design to reflect the
simplicity of the silos.
Durability, change of use and extending the design life for at
least a further 50 years were major issues facing Adams
experts during the early phase of the project.

“There were signs of deterioration with some small areas
already affected due to the corrosion of reinforcement which
required the application of specially designed coatings.”
A number of specialised engineering solutions were required
for the underneath sections of the building relating the
transfer slab, car park layout around the footings and new
underpins supporting the silos' existing foundations.

Skylofts
Apartments
601 Little
Collins Street
Melbourne

Designed by Ellenberg Fraser, Skylofts Apartments is an
addition located on the top of an existing steel-framed
office complex that was built by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works in 1957.
Being on the top of the original structure, the 85 one, two
and three-bedroom apartments have elevated views from
the first apartment level to the penthouse house floor on the
12th storey of the new building.
Lateral analysis was undertaken by Adams Consulting
Engineers using complex non-linear dynamic techniques to
justify earthquake capacity and wind which eliminated the
need for excessive strengthening.
A one metre steel transfer at the top of the old building
permitted a new grid of columns in apartments, enabling
existing framework to be retained.

The Johnson
477 Boundary Road
Spring Hill
Brisbane

Formerly the headquarters of Queensland Main Roads
Department, the heritage listed 13-storey office block
was converted to apartments and a two-level extension
added to the top of the building.
The former government building, which was designed by the
late Dr Karl Langer and erected during the mid 1960s, is
considered an excellent intact representation of Modernist
mid-twentieth century high-rise architecture.
The heritage listed facade was retained as part of the
conversion and Adams Engineers verified the existing
structure was compliant with current Australian standards,
including earthquake design codes.
Design and documentation of extensive work to allow
demolition of load-bearing walls to accommodate the
optimal layout of apartments was completed by
Adams Engineering.

Located on the CBD fringe close
to Albert Park Lake and the
Botanical Gardens, the former
Fawkner Centre – a 20 level
concrete-framed 1970s office
complex – was converted into
253 two and tree-bedroom
apartments with the addition of
a penthouse level to the
existing roof.
An eight-level addition – with an
impressive porte-cochere – to the
front of the building includes a
residents' swimming pool and leisure
amenities.
As part of its role Adams verified the
existing structure to current
Australian standards – including
earthquake codes – and designed
the associated strengthening work
as well as the extension of an
existing lift shaft to a services riser.

The Fawkner
Residences
499 St Kilda Road
Melbourne

 New faces
The directors, management and staff extend a warm
welcome to Tom Hennessy and Ben Hogarth and wish
them every success for their future with Adams Engineers.
Tom Hennessy
Associate
Tom joined Adams Engineers in September after nine years
with international consulting firm Cardno.
After graduating from Monash University with Bachelor of
Engineering (Hons) and Bachelor of Science in 2008, Tom
subsequently obtained a Diploma of Project Management.
Tom has a broad background in structural engineering which
includes working part-time during his studies for Monash
University in compliance testing and research on timber
products.
With Cardno Tom was involved in a variety of projects
including the retail, commercial and residential sectors as
well as infrastructure. He applied his experience and
problem-solving capabilities to deliver structurally efficient
and economical designs while working closely with project
stakeholders such as architects, developers, builders and
service engineers.

Tom Hennessy (left) and Ben Hogarth

Ben Hogarth
Civil team leader
After working as an engineer in the ACT for eight years,
Ben moved to Melbourne recently to join the team at
Adams Engineers.
A Bachelor of Engineering (civil) graduate of the University of
Wollongong, Ben has extensive experience developing
tailored design documentation for major projects as well as
undertaking feasibility studies, building and ancillary work,
quantity surveys, traffic impact assessments, intersection
modelling and analysis.

A seasoned professional with a hands-on approach to
solving engineering problems, Tom is committed to sharing
his experience with Adams Engineers' clients.

With his excellent people and communication skills Ben has
an outstanding track record for achieving positive project
outcomes working with service authorities and sub-consultants.

Projects
 St Josephs Mews Hawthorn
 Masters Home Improvement roll-out
 33-39 Plenty Road Preston
 Toolern Creek bridge

Ben, who has a strong client focus and commitment to
building harmonious working relationships with all parties, is
meticulous with searching for risks associated with projects
during the design phase in order to identify means to
mitigate hazards with potential to impact on both stakeholders
and the public.
Projects
 Old Cooma Road/Googong Road New South Wales
 Greenway Estate ACT
 Mongolo 3 high voltage relocation ACT
 Canberra District Rugby League Centre of Excellence
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